
Staff Report No. 18-144

Approved Minutes
Meeting of the

AC TRANSIT RETIREMENT BOARD

May 10, 2018

ROLL CALL

Chair Jeff Lewis called the meeting to order at approximately 9:08 a.m

Members Present: Chair Jeffrey Lewis, Vice Chair Yvonne Williams, Davis Riemer, Claudia Allen, Joyce
Willis
Absent at Roll Call: None
Members Absent: None

Also Present: Hugo Wildmann, Retirement System Manager; Bertha Ng, Retirement System Analyst;
Russell Richeda, Legal Counsel; Carolyn Smith, NEPC; Curtis Lim, Retirement System Temporary
Employee; Graham Schmidt, Cheiron; Ralph Martini, A.C. Transit Controller; Chris Andrichak, A.C.
Transit Director of Management & Budget

PUBLIC COMMENTS

None

CONSENT CALENDAR

A. Approva] of Minutes for the Apri]].8th Meeting

B. Approval of Financials for March 2018

C. Approval of Invoices for$233,082.67

D Approvalof Retirements for May/June 2018

l
2

3

4

Lonnie Edwards Imac)
Larry Glenn (June1
Ronald Kilcoyne (June, Term Vested)
Scott roland(June, Term Vested)

MOTION: WILLIAMS/ALLEN to approve consent calendar. (5-0-0-0)

Ayes: Chair Lewis, Vice Chair Williams, Members Roemer, Allen, Willis
Noes: None

Abstain: None
Absent: None

REGULAR CALENDAR

The Retirement Board May Discuss and Take Action on the Following
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E 2018 ActuarialValuation Preliminary Presentation

Hugo mentioned that this is the first year that the actuarial valuation will take PEPRA into
consideration. He mentioned that Graham willdiscuss the implications of implementing PEPRA for
non-represented employees and that we will discuss other issues pertaining to PEPRA later in the
meeting

Graham began his discussion on the Actuarial Valuation at 9:10 a.m. Graham mentioned that there

is a change in the methodology to project pay as compared to previous years. There was a
discussion about PEPRA members and Graham mentioned that a change willneed to be made due
to PEPRA members (only non-represented emp]oyees hired after 1/]./16) only paying one third of
50% of the normal cost in 2018. Member Riemer asked questions regarding the different changes
and how it may affect the amortization period. Graham answered the different questions regarding
the amortization period that is being used. Hugo mentioned that the Board will need to approve
the normalcost for the new PEPRA unrepresented members, which the members willthen pay 50%
of that cost. During the first three years employees responsible for the employee contribution will
begin by making one-third of the contribution in the first year, two-thirds the next year and then the
fullcontribution in the third year.

Graham discussed how he arrived at the 5.75% normal cost for unrepresented employees hired
after 1/]./16. He said that the normalcost willbe higher if the average age of the new employees is
higher allother things being equal. Graham mentioned that for all non-ATU salaries, they assumed
last year's pay and increased it by inflation. For ATU, the methodology was changed to assume pay
for the highest three year's pay and increased it by inflation. Graham mentioned that the new
methodology for ATU member's payroll reduces the actuarial cost. The discussion concluded at
9:50 a.m

Hugo mentioned that since the GeneraIManager was at APTA he thought it was best for the Board
not to approve anything today in order to allow the General Manager to make any comments he
might have. The Board will need to confirm the discount rate which was adopted last year and any
new assumption or changes to methodology at next month's meeting.

F Approvalof Pay Codes for PEPRA Plan Amendment for Non-Represented Employees

Hugo mentioned that these are the Pay Codes that are pensionable under the PEPRA Plan for
unrepresented employees hired on or after 1/1/16. Hugo mentioned that the PEPRA team, as well
as the retirement department, has reviewed the pay codes and find the list acceptable

MOTION: RIEMER/ALLEN to approve the PEPRA Plan Amendment Pay Codes
the motion.

No vote was taken on

Vice Chair Williams requested that Russ review the pay codes and let the Board know his thoughts
on if they were pensionable. Chair Lewis also stated he would like Counsel to review the pay codes
and to have an additional discussion atthe next meeting.

Member Riemer withdrew the motion after further discussion
2
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G Approvalof NormalCost for Non-Represented Employees in the PEPRA Tier

Graham mentioned that the PEPRA "Cost Letter" is written to explain the normalcost for the PEPRA

Tier employees. He mentioned that the PEPRA "normal cost" for non-represented employees hired
after 1/]./16 was 11.72% assuming a 7.125% assumed rate of return. The employee would be
responsible for a payment of 5.75% with the District paying 5.97%. This letter is calculated with the
assumptions discussed in the preliminary presentation. The Board decided to hold off approving
these rates untilthe next meeting so the GeneraIManager would be in attendance

The Board took a break from].0:0]. a.m. to I0:14 a.m

H Investment Performance, Rebalancing and Asset Allocation

Carolyn went over the most recent flash report. The plan is up 0.1% year to date. Chair Lewis
would like to add a Value benchmark for Small Cap International. Hugo mentioned that in the big
picture, value has underperformed growth so far this year and this continues a trend of recent
years

Private Debt Update on Monroe Capital

Carolyn mentioned that the Monroe Capital investment would be replacing the Crescent
investment. She explained that Crescent was in the phase where they were returning funds to the
plan. She mentioned that the last close will be in September.

The Board took a break from 11:02 a.m. to 11:13 a.m

J Presentation by Monroe Capitalon Private Credit Fund lll

Zia Udin a managing director and partner at Monroe was the primary presenter for Monroe. He
began by describing what he thought were the four different strengths that made Monroe unique
The four strengths as presented were their market specialty of smaller businesses, their origination
team, their underwriting, and their portfolio monitoring. He described how they sourced loans,
how they monitored the portfolio and why they thought making loans to smaller firms was an
advantageous strategy. He also described the pros and cons of using private equity managers to
source deals.

The presentation by Monroe Capita[ended at 1].:50 a.m

The Board took about 15 minutes to ask Monroe questions regarding their presentation. Member
Riemer asked what could go wrong in this deal. Chair Lewis asked about the origination team and
how many members have the role of finding deals. Member Allen asked about what kind of
investment performance information is given to the LPs. Member Riemer asked how additional
tariffs could impact the direct lending they do. Vice Chair Williams asked about how many deals did
Monroe do where they had to replace the board of that deal? Hugo asked about the diversity of
Monroe. He also asked about the return the Board should expect from this investment. Monroe
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answered allof these questions in detailand the Board asked for Monroe to provide Hugo with a bit
of follow-up information.

K. Next Step(s) on Private Debt/Direct Lending

The Board discussed Monroe Capital's presentation for approximately 15 minutes. Member Willis
mentioned that she liked that Monroe was able to recover money if anything went wrong with a
deal. Chair Lewis wanted to know how to value Monroe's statement that businesses are more likely
to make a deal with Monroe Capitaland not a bank. Member Riemerstated he was pleased bythe
presentation from Monroe. Hugo stated he was impressed with the presentation made by Monroe
Capital compared to many of the other presentations he has heard. Vice Chair Williams stated she

liked the fact that Monroe was active and created relationships with the different deals that they
made. Member Allen stated she was impressed with the origination and continuation process that
Monroe has with each dealthat they make.

Hugo addressed the Investment Guidelines and the section that states the Board desires to utilize

firms that "demonstrate a commitment to the advancement of minority, woman and disadvantaged
professionals". Hugo asked if the Board would like him to send a letter to Monroe asking about this
issue

Hugo suggested that if the Board wanted to move forward with Monroe the next step would be to
have Tom Hickey review the documents. He said proceeding does not mean that the decision has
been made to hire Monroe but only to obtain additionalinformation.

MOTION: RIEMER/WILLIS to move forward in doing due diligence on a $15-20 million investment

with Monroe Capital. This would entailhaving Tom Hickey and Russ reviewing the documents and
Hugo sending a letter about diversity, placement agents, and small business lending program to
Monroe. (5-0-0-0)

L. Quarterly Investment Report

Carolyn discussed the executive summary of the quarterly investment report and that NEPC has
created a separate due diligence committee to watch over the different investment groups for any
changes that may impact the fund. Carolyn highlighted the importance of the Private Debt
component of the fund and how it has outperformed its benchmarks. Chair Lewis wanted to know

if there is a concern about UBS Trumbulland JP Morgan underperforming the benchmark. Carolyn
mentioned that these two funds take less risk than most other funds in this space and we should
expect them to underperform in up markets. Hugo mentioned that with the direct lending and real
estate funds, we need to be watchful of the "Capital to be Funded" amount that theoretically all
could be called at the same time. Carolyn mentioned that NEPC could do a liquidity study about the
fund. Hugo does not think it was necessary to do a full liquidity study at this time, but wanted
Carolyn to do an analysis showing the impact on our asset allocation of a severe drop in the equity
markets. Carolyn agreed to present this type of analysis to the Board next month.

M. Public Defined Benefit Funds Summary
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Member Riemer had a question about where A.C. Transit fell in regards to other public defined
benefit plans. Carolyn mentioned that A.C. Transit funds have been getting better compared to
other funds due to the asset mlx chosen by the Retirement Board.

N. NEPC Work Plan for 2018

Hugo mentioned that the Board has not had any investment managers come to make review
presentations in a while. Hugo mentioned there willbe one coming next month as wellas in July

O. Calendar for 2018

There were no changes made to the calendar

P. Northern Trust Wire Transfer Authorization

Hugo mentioned that the Wire Transfer procedures have not been reviewed and changed in a while.
Hugo would like to add in new verifiers and authorizers for any wire transfers being made from
Northern Trust.

MOTION: RIEMER/WILLIAMS to approve the staff recommendation for Northern Trust Wire
Transfer Authorization.(5-0-0-0)

Q. Robert Half Contract Expiration with the District and the Implications for the Retirement System

Hugo mentioned that he was told a couple of weeks ago that the District had not renewed its
contract with Robert Half and that the contract would expire on June 30th. The implication to the
Retirement Department is that Curtis is a Robert Half employee and Hugo has been told that Curtis
wilmot be ableto remain in his current position beyond the end ofJune. Hestated that he had met
with the generalcounselabout the situation and what route the retirement department could take
in order to keep Robert Half's services. He stated he saw a few options that would allow the
Retirement Board to enter into a contract with Robert Half, either the District would just allow the
Board to take action or the Retirement Board would need to amend the agreement between the
Retirement Board and the District Board in order to allow the Retirement System to enter into a
contract with Robert Half and keep Curtis. Hugo stressed the importance of keeping Curtis in the
Department. He mentioned that at the moment Curtis and Bertha are the only employees who can
do a lot of the day to day work in the Department. He mentioned that payrollcannot provide the
backup that it has historically due to recent staff turnover. Hugo said that it is important to have
backup and Curtis is the only backup at the moment for Bertha.

The Board and Hugo discussed the current situation and the future actions that could be taken by
Hugo to remedy this issue. Chair Lewis stated since there are many 'ifs' in the situation, he would
like the previous recommended action be taken and to calla specialmeeting if needed to take other
actionC

MOTION: RIEMER/WILLIAMS to authorize Hugo to enter a contract with Robert Half for Curtis'
services if the District agreed with this approach.
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Member Riemer would like the motion to encompass all of the different actions that Hugo could
take to give Hugo the flexibility due to the constraint of time

After further discussion, Member Riemer withdrew the previous motion

MOTION: RIEMER/WILLIAMS to authorize Hugo to do what is necessary and reasonable to meet
the needs of the department whether it is by entering a contract with Robert Half, amending the
District Board's and Retirement System's agreement contingent on Russ reviewing the language of
the amendment, or Hugo willget a temporary employee from one of the approved agencies.(5-0-0-
0)

R. Short-Term Staffing Plan

Hugo mentioned that he has spoken to HR regarding using one of the approved temporary service
agency to hire a new temporary employee.

S Update on Hiring for Retirement System Administrator

Hugo mentioned that three candidates were interviewed for the Administrator position. He stated
one candidate is scheduled to come in to have a second interview next week.

T. PEPRA Implementation Update

Hugo mentioned we are still working on implementing PEPRA for unrepresented employees and a
call with Northern Trust is scheduled for tomorrow regarding an aspect of implementing PEPRA.

Hugo hopes to use Northern Trust to return employee contributions.

U. Summary Plan Description(SPD)

Hugo mentioned that he and Russ are stillworking on this language and willget it to the Board next
month.

v. Paratransit Employees in the Retirement Plan

Hugo mentioned that he has spoken with generalcounsel, but not the generalmanager on this
item

W. Retirement System Manager Report

a. Update on theAudit-The audit is a little late duetostaffing issues. Hugowill hopetoget
our Financials to the Board next month.

X. Closed Session

No action was taken in closed session

Y. Resume Open Session
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MOTION: RIEMER/WILLIAMS to adjourn. (5-0-0-0)

The meeting adjourned at 1:28 p.m.
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